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About Microcosm

Microcosm has lived in
milk crates, in closets, in a
mud room, in a windowless
basement, in a converted
church, and under a desk at a major
credit card company. We’ve brought our
brightly colored books to infoshops, zine fests,
media summits, bicycle conferences, parks,
street corners, house shows, dirty bars, all

night coffeeshops, art museums, and every
corner of the mainstream where we can
clear away a little space to set up shop. We
set out to save ourselves from not caring,
but out there in the margins we’ve found
communities worth always doing it better
for. Now we have contracts instead of
handshakes, a warehouse instead of a fanny
pack full of zines. We have a staff, we have
relationships in the industry that send our
books to places we wouldn’t have dreamed
we could walk into ourselves. We’re not as
drunk or dirty as we used to be. But still, at
heart, we’ve got this milk crate strapped to
the back of a bike and we’re riding wildly
across town to hand you the book that might
just be the one that saves your life.
Cover Illustration by Trista Vercher | Design by Joe Biel
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A letter from the publisher:
tarting January 1, 2019, we will be managing our own
distribution just like we did for over ten years. Further,
we will no longer be selling to Amazon! Why, you ask?

Well, my grandparents were German immigrants who came to the U.S. in the 1800s
for labor unions and achieved the 40-hour work week. In turn, Microcosm has
always tried to work with independent companies, since they feel most comfortably
aligned with our mission, values, and goals...but we’ve watched over the past dozen
years as each independent distributor gets gobbled up and responds to the demands
of the increasingly demanding monopolies.
When Microcosm was just getting off the ground in 1997, I interviewed Ian Mackaye
of Dischord Records. He explained that a publisher is only as independent as their
distribution is. His point sticks today. We’ve watched as our peer publishers either
throw in the towel or sell to one of the monopolies, neither of which we are willing to
do. We feel that independents need to be independent and the best way to do that is to
build an outpost of our own, a shining star where we can continue to thrive instead of
relying upon the whims of any global corporation..
So we are returning to our roots to create the world that we want to see. Not only will
we no longer need to move thousands of books back and forth between warehouses,
our staff and authors will get paid more for each book sold!
We will be parting ways with PGW/Perseus/Ingram in January and have built new
warehouses and software to make this possible. This isn’t as staggering a change as it
sounds. Reviewing the numbers, we have come to realize that we know better how to
distribute our books than anyone else that we’ve tried to partner with. We’ve handled
roughly 75% of our distribution even across these past seven years. The simple fact is
that the underground is much bigger than the mainstream.
We hear from people almost every week that our books are saving their lives, and we
feel that we have an obligation to extend that as far and wide as possible. Few events
in the history of Microcosm have improved our morale and brought our staff together
like this has. You can check who your new sales rep is in the back of this catalog.
—Joe Biel | Publisher
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UnF*ck Your Intimacy
R E L AT I O N S H I P S, S E X, A N D D AT I N G
Faith G. Harper, PhD

Have More Fulfilling
Relationships and Sex
Explore your sexuality, on your
own and in relationships, with this
new book by Dr. Faith, author of
bestselling Unfuck Your Brain. Written
particularly for people who are in intimate
relationships, but also incredibly useful if
you’re single or dating and trying to unpack
your past or plan for your future. With
science and humor, Dr. Faith demystifies
topics such as kink, consent, shame, and
trauma recovery. Read this book to learn vital
life skills like listening to your body and your
gut, setting boundaries, and communicating
your needs. If you’re looking to heal from past
wounds, make better choices, or improve an
existing relationship, this book is for you!

Improve your existing and future
relationships

• National and local press campaigns
• Kickstarter campaign
• Author is a licensed professional
counselor and certified sexologist
• Author has over 100,000 books in print

Become more confident in sex and intimacy
Learn to relate wisely and lovingly
Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

Faith Harper, PhD is a bad-ass, funny lady
with a PhD. She’s a licensed professional
counselor, board supervisor, certified
sexologist, and applied clinical nutritionist
with a private practice and consulting/
training business in San Antonio, TX. She
has been an adjunct professor and a TEDx
presenter, and proudly identifies as a woman
of color and uppity intersectional feminist.
TheIntimacyDr.com

978-1-62106-762-7
Trade Paperback
5 x 7”
192 pages
June 11, 2019
SELF-HELP
$14.95 U.S. / $20.50 CAN
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co pin g sk ill s

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR EVERY STRESSFUL SITUATION
Faith G. Harper, PhD

Emergency skills for
stressful situations
You know those days when you just can’t
even? When everything is haywire and
everyone, including yourself, seems to be
against you, not to mention against reason?
Your to-do list is a mile long, your kid is sick,
traffic sucks, and you just spilled coffee all
over yourself as you were about to walk out
the door? How do you cope? Most of us don’t
have great coping skills, and turn instead to
addictions, zoning out, or freaking out. Dr.
Faith, author of the bestselling Unfuck Your

• National and local press campaigns
• Kickstarter campaign

Brain, offers a range of healthier strategies
for getting through tough moments, gaining
perspective, and shifting your attitude.

• Author is a licensed professional
counselor

The first book to break down coping skills by
type of situation

• Author has over 100,000 books in print

Includes skills from CBT, DBT, ACT, Positive
Psychology, Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction, Somatic Experiencing, Jungian
therapy, and more

Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

Resources for regular people and mental
health professionals

978-1-62106-139-7
Trade Paperback
5 x 7”
128 pages
June 11, 2019
SELF-HELP
$9.95 U.S. / $14.00 CAN

Faith Harper, PhD is a bad-ass, funny lady with a
PhD. She’s a licensed professional counselor, board
supervisor, certified sexologist, and applied clinical
nutritionist with a private practice and consulting/
training business in San Antonio, TX. She has been
an adjunct professor and a TEDx presenter, and
proudly identifies as a woman of color and uppity
intersectional feminist. TheIntimacyDr.com
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Portl and Stair Walks

( 2nd ed)

EXPLORE PORTLAND, OREGON’S PUBLIC STAIRWAYS
Laura O. Foster

Get to Know Portland, OR’s
Hidden Urban Paths
With Portland Stair Walks in hand, you’ve
got 18 walking and biking adventures
from 2 to 17 miles. Routes explore public
stairs, paths hidden from Google Earth,
pedestrian/bike bridges, mountain peaks,
floating walkways, river beaches, and even
a tunnel or two in one of America’s most
topographically gifted cities. Maps, easy-to-use
directions, stories, opinions, newest trails and
stairs—your guide has been honing her forensic
pedestrian ways for 30 years in Portland, and
this book packs it all up. And of course, every
route passes by places to eat and drink, because,
after all, this is Portland! Go with a friend, a
new lover, an old spouse, or a child or parent
of any age. On a Portland stair walk there’s
always much to laugh over, wonder about, and
appreciate.

New edition with all-new material
An off-the-beaten-path way to get to know
one of America’s quirkiest cities

• National and local press campaigns
• Kickstarter campaign
• Author has over 100k books in print
“The book is a feast of Portland stair facts
and stories...with Foster’s keen eye for quirky
detail.” –The Oregonian
“Foster is known for her firm grasp on
Portland’s long forgotten history, much of
which we literally step over each day.” –
Portland Monthly

Stair walking is a popular fitness activity
Laura O. Foster writes about the Pacific
Northwest. Her Portland-based books
explore the city’s geology, architecture,
neighborhoods, and human and
natural history. She lives in Portland,
OR with her family and was featured
in the Emmy-winning documentary
Discovering Beverly Cleary.

Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

978-1-62106-345-2
Trade Paperback
5x7”
224 pages
March 12, 2019
REGIONAL GUIDEBOOK
$16.95 U.S. / $23.00 CAN
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wa l k ing w it h r a mo n a

( 2nd ed)

E X P L O R I N G B E V E R LY C L E A R Y’ S P O RT L A N D
Laura O. Foster

Trace the steps of
Beverly and Ramona
Explores the streets, schools, characters, and
neighborhoods of author Beverly Cleary’s
Portland. With this newest and most unusual
Portland guidebook, readers can walk the very
sidewalks Beverly walked and climb the very
school steps that Beverly climbed. You’ll see
the grocery parking lot where Ramona got
stuck in the mud, the park lawn where Henry
Huggins hunted nightcrawlers, and the real
Portland street that became Klickitat Street,
their fictional home. Beverly Cleary’s Portland

• National and local press campaigns

was much different than the Portlandia of today.
Characters like Ramona and Beezus, Henry and

• Social media outreach campaign

Ribsy, and Ellen and Austine come to life on this

• Updated and revised new edition

hour-long walking route.

“A quick but fascinating read loaded with
details...its charm is as heart-warming as
Cleary’s creations.” —Library Journal
“The journey celebrates what was, what is and
what only exists within the pages of Cleary’s
fictional world...An indispensable tribute” —
Register Guard
Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

978-1-62106-808-2
Trade Paperback
5 x 7”
128 pages
March 12, 2019
REGIONAL GUIDEBOOK
$9.95 U.S. / $14.00 CAN

The only guide to Portland that focuses on
Beverly Cleary and her beloved characters
A walking tour that multiple generations of
one family can enjoy together
A deeply loved local guidebook hero with a
devout following of all ages
Brings to life what that 1920s and 1930s
Portland was like for the “girl from Yamhill.”

Laura O. Foster writes about the Pacific
Northwest. Her Portland-based books
explore the city’s geology, architecture,
neighborhoods, and human and
natural history. She lives in Portland,
OR with her family and was featured
in the Emmy-winning documentary
Discovering Beverly Cleary.
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The

Chainbreaker bike book

( 3rd ed)

A N I L L U S T R AT E D M A N UA L O F R A D I C A L B I C YC L E M A I N T E N A N C E, C U LT U R E, A N D H I S T O R Y

Shelley Lynn Jackson & Ethan Clark

Fix and maintain your
bicycle yourself!
An updated edition of our hand-illustrated
and accessible introduction to the world of
bike repair! Through working at both Plan B
Bike Project and French Quarter Bicycles in
New Orleans, our co-authors have gathered a
wealth of experience to share with would-be
bicycle mechanics. The first half of this book
is a complete repair manual and bicycling
guide. The second half reprints all four
issues of Chainbreaker zine, whose originals
were destroyed in Hurricane Katrina. Many
of us here at Microcosm use this guide to fix
our own bikes. The illustrated instructions
help you suss out how to fix a wide variety
of issues, whether your bike is a beater or a
vintage classic.
A delightfully unconventional guide to
bicycle repair and bicycling culture
Detailed, hand-drawn illustrations of bike
parts, repairs, and schematics
The best book for fixing older bikes
Revised and updated with a new introduction

• National and local press campaigns
• Outreach to bike shops
“I love the seat-of-your-pants, low-budget
guidance offered in Chainbreaker that keeps things
simple, straightforward, and, most importantly,
real.” –UTNE READER
“[This book] aims at empowering and teaching
readers to do their own repairs...the emphasis is
on ordinary bikes and not high-end road bikes.” –
MOMENTUM MAGAZINE
Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

Shelley Lynn Jackson was
978-1-62106-126-7
a bicycle mechanic in New
Orleans for twelve years,
Trade Paperback
including six years of bliss
7x8.5”
at French Quarter Bicycles
224
pages
with friends and a boss she
will never, ever forget. She
September 10, 2019
now lives at a small Tibetan
BICYCLE MAINTENANCE
Buddhist retreat center in rural Arkansas, studying to be a spiritual ninja,
$17.95 U.S. / $25.00 CAN
building cabins and growing vegetables. Ethan Clark currently resides in a
Toyota Tacoma somewhere in North America.
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citiz en j ou r n a l i st

U N D E R S TA N D & R E P O RT T H E N E W S I N YO U R C O M M U N I T Y
Lisa Loving

Responsible journalism
begins with you
A corrupt politician. A local business in trouble.
A neighbor with a heroic story. An opportunity
to work together for positive change. Whatever
stories in your community most need to be told,
the best person to tell them is you. Whether
you’re writing for your local newspaper,
producing a podcast or video series, or simply
sharing what you see and learn every day on
social media, the power of journalism is in your
hands, as is the responsibility to use it ethically
and wisely. Longtime journalist Lisa Loving
opens up the world of journalism, sharing her

• National and local press campaigns
• Social media outreach campaign
• Author’s website (www.
howtobeacitizenjournalist.com)
serves as publicity vehicle and
supplemental resource

Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

978-1-62106-107-6
Trade Paperback
5x7”
192 pages
May 10, 2019
JOURNALISM / How To
$14.95 U.S. / $20.50 CAN

hard-won skills and knowledge so that you can
report on what matters most, hold powerful
people accountable, and strengthen your
community.

A call to arms against the “fake news”
epidemic
Learn to be a journalist without having to
go to school
Use social media and blogs responsibly and
ethically to make an impact

Lisa Loving is an award-winning journalist and media
activist. As a staff member at KBOO Community
Radio, she has trained hundreds of everyday people
in the tools of independent journalism. She has
reported for WIRED and The Oregonian; she was
the stringer on the ground for the The New York
Times. But Lisa has spent her journalism career in
community media, including a decade as news editor
of The Skanner, an African American family-owned
newspaper serving Portland and Seattle.
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P U N K, P O L I T I C S, A N D T H E G R E AT A M E R I C A N W E I R D N E S S
Al Burian

Selected writing from
Punk Planet, Heartattack,
and the Skeleton
War seems to have frazzled the punks. That’s
an unusual turn of events for a subculture that
gave us “let’s have a war,” “let’s start a war,” “war
on 45,” “my war,” “wargasm,” “war all the time,”
and so on. “Rock n’ roll is war,” said the band
Frodus; but you know, it really isn’t. “Rock n’ roll
is just rock n’ roll,” assessed AC/DC, somewhat
more accurately, and, while not necessarily
noise pollution, it is, in the estimation of the
Archers of Loaf, “too bad that the music doesn’t
matter.” Rock remains rock, war remains war,
and, despite everything being subjective and
meaning something else entirely from what it
appears to under the tenets of post-modernity
and end-of-historicism, the fact remains that a
lot of dead people is a terrible, terrible thing, and
a lot of people voluntarily self-inducing hearing
loss is a less terrible thing. Yes? We are all in
agreement here?

• National and local press campaigns
• Outreach to music media

Cultural commentary that reminds us of our
place in history
Perfectly captures life in a touring band
A widely known musician performing in
Milemarker, Challenger, and Hellbender
(with fellow author Wells Tower).

Al Burian is the author of the zine Burn

Collector. From 2000 to 2007 he was a
columnist for various music magazines
and DIY publications, including Punk
Planet, Heartattack, and the Skeleton. NO
APOCALYPSE presents the best of these
writings, collected in book form for the
first time. He also runs a blog featuring his
comics, zines, and music.

Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

978-1-62106-521-0
Trade Paperback
5x7”
192 pages
May 10, 2019
MUSIC HISTORY / Social
Science
$14.95 U.S. / $20.00 CAN
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J ug g a lo C ou n t ry

I N S I D E T H E W O R L S O F I N S A N E C L O W N P O S S E A N D A M E R I C A’ S W E I R D E S T M A I N S T R E M U S I C S C E N E

Craven Rock

A Gonzo ethnography
of the world’s most
misunderstood clowns
WHOOP! WHOOP! Ever wonder what it’s like
to be a diehard fan of one of the world’s most
eccentric musical groups? No? Then you’re in
luck! Craven Rock journeys deep into Juggalo
country to get a better understanding of what
the staying power and appeal of the horrorcore
hip hop duo, Insane Clown Posse (ICP). These
bizarre rappers cum quasi-religious prophets
have amassed legions of fans clad in clown
makeup who come together every year to
attend a family-reunion-like event known as
The Gathering. Ridiculous, disturbing, and
downright weird, Juggalos seem more caricature
than real. But look past their makeup, go beyond
first impressions, and you’ll find something
surprisingly relatable and human.

• National and local press
campaigns
• Outreach at Juggalo events

An ethnographic look at an unconventional
group of music fans
A window into a tight-knit community

Publicity: Cyn Marts | 503-799-2698 |
cyn@microcosmpublishing.com |
MicrocosmPublishing.com/About

978-1-62106-318-6
Trade Paperback
5x8”
192 pages
September 13, 2019
MUSIC CULTURE
$14.95 U.S. / $20.50 CAN

A book for music-history lovers

Craven Rock
has reported on
underground debauchery for over a
decade and has been published in
Razorcake and Best Music Writing
2008. After a long obsession with
Juggalos and the Rainbow Gathering,
he set out to report on events like these,
Gonzo-style, to find out what they’re
really all about.

[ B ICYC L E : C U LT U R E & T R A N S P O RTAT I O N ]
Aftermass: How Portland
Become North America’s
Cycling Mecca $19.95
Details the culture clash since
1971 between advocates,
activists, and political leaders.

The Classic Bicycle
Coloring Book $14.95
Features line art of a
wide variety of bikes
of all types for children
and adults to color.

9781621068990

9781621064183

Bicycle Race: Transportation,
Culture, & Resistance $14.95
The dangers of putting
infrastructures before culture,
and a coming-of-age story about
power and identity.

Everyday Bicycling $9.95 Elly
Blue introduces you to street
smarts, bike shopping, carrying
everything from groceries to
children to furniture, and riding
in all weather. 9781621069058

9781621067641

Bikenomics: How Bicycling Can
Save The Economy $14.95The
costs to maintain our current
transportation system, and
how we’d all benefit from a
switch to two-wheels.

Our Bodies, Our Bikes $14.95
The intersection of gender and
bicycling with a wide variety of
perspectives.
9781621068952

9781621062400

Pedal Zombies: Thirteen
Feminist Bicycle Science Fiction
Stories $9.95 When gasoline
is no longer available, humans
turn to two-wheeled vehicles to
transport goods, seek glory, and
defend their communities.

Bikequity: Money, Class, &
Bicycling $9.95 For many,
a bicycle is the greater
equalizer and these stories
show the intersections among
these many social issues.
9781621060901

9781621065623

Biketopia: Feminist Bicycle
Science Fiction Stories in
Extreme Futures $9.95 An
imaginative collection of scifi
stories focusing on themes
that include feminism,
intersectionality, bicycles,
and dytopias and utopias.
9781621062066

Urban Revolutions: A Woman’s
Guide to Two-Wheeled
Transportation $14.95 From
her experience as an everyday
cyclist and a transportation
planner, Bahr is friendly,
thoughtful, and full of practical
tips. 9781621069126

Bikes Not Rockets:
Intersectional Feminist Bicycle
Science Fiction Stories $11.95
Twelve stories all involbing
bicycles and the breaking of
gender stereotypes.

The Velocipede Races $9.95
In Emily June Street’s exciting
feminist steampunk novel, an
18 year old is forbidden from
bicycle racing. Guess what
happens next.

9781621065432

9781621060581

Chainbreaker: An Illustrated

Why We Drive: The Past,
Present, & Future of Cars in
America $13.95 How America
became paved with endless
miles of asphalt.

Manual of Radical Bicycle
Maintenance, Culture, & History

$16.95 Half bicycle repair
manual and half how to
repair your town’s bicycle
culture. 9780977055739

9781621064862

12

[ BUS I N E S S / T R AV E L / B O O K S A B OU T Z I N E S ]
Good Trouble: Building A
Successful Life & Business
with Autism $14.95 How
a litany of mistakes
can teach and Autistic
adults can live fulfilling,
healthy, independent lives.

Walking with Ramona:
Exploring Beverly Cleary’s
Portland $9.95 Retrace the
sidewalks of Cleary and the
stairs that Beverly climbed,
find a unique understanding
of these classic stories.

9781621060093

9781621067412

Grow: How to Take Your

Zinester’s Guide to NYC
$9.99 An on-the-cheap,
warts-and-all exploration
to grab Japanese breakfast,
art supplies, volunteer
opportunities, or a fourstory Korean bathhouse.

Do It Yourself Project and
Passion to the Next Level and
Quit Your Job $11.95 A field

guide for creative people
and independent projects
to achieve success and
sustainability.

9781934620465

9781621060079

Zinester’s Guide to Portland
$7.95 A long-time Powell’s
bestselle and crucial resource
guide to things to do in the
city of roses. Illustrated
throughout! 9780977055722

Punk Rock Entrepreneur:
Running a Business
Without Losing Your
Values $9.95 A guide to
authenticly launching your
own business with advice
froms the least likely of
places. 9781621069515

$100 & A T-Shirt: A Documentary about Zines
in the Northwest U.S. $12.99
These original interviews with
70 zinemakers in Portland,
OR brings zine culture to life.

A Peiople’s Guide To
Publishing: Build A Successful,
Sustainable, Meaningful Book
Business From The Ground
Up $19.95 A Resource and
reality check for anyone
considering launching a press
of publishing a single book.

9781621063872

Make a Zine!: Start Your
Own Underground Publishing
Revolution $9.95 Featuring
copious how-to essays from
layouts and comix to selling
and promoting. 9781621067337

9781621069515

This is Portland $7.95
A first-hand look at a city
that people can’t seem to stop
talking about.

Notes from Underground:
Zines and the Politics of
Alternative Culture $19.95 The
first comprehensive study of
zine publishing uncovers many
surprises.

9781621064015

This is Shanghai $7.95
Alexander Barrett takes you
on a tour of the essential facets
of existence in Shanghai.

978162104848

Zine Yearbook #9 $12 The best
writing and art published in
zines.

9781621069034

9781934620076

13

[ GIFTS ]
Please Let Me Help: Very
Serious Letters To The
World’s Most Wonderful
Brands $5 Rebuilding one’s
life by sending absurd letters.

Aftermath of Forever $12.95 Using
mix tapes to express herself, the
quest for love delves into the
hedonistic world of noncommittal
beaus, abusive boyfriends,
and friends with benefits.

9781621064008

9781621067139

Amica’s World: How A
Giant Bird Came Into Our
Heart and Home $16.95 The
photographic story of a large,
flightless bird who is rescued
and raised in the suburbs.

Post-Structuralist Vulva
Coloring Book $14.95
Demystifies gender with
a mesmerizing bricolage
of patterns, folds, and
whorls.

9781621062820

9781621061380

Applicant $4
A collection of found
graduate school applications and
photos from the ‘60s and ‘70s,
with comments from professors.
Totally funny. 9780977055760

Railroad Semantics:
Better Living Through
Graffiti & Train Hopping
$19.95 box set / $7.95 ea.
From trainhopping to
graffiti, Aaron makes the
exhausting waits in sparse
canyons and breezy sunny
rides sound like a grand
adventure.
Best American Travel
Writing selection!

Beard Coloring Book $12.95
A luscious, facial-hair-filled
collection of illustrations,
infographics, and games.
Each beard is a zen maze
of activities that will draw
you into a pure state of bliss.
9781621069959

9781934620601 •
9781621060543 •
9781934620113 •
9781621063742 •
9781621063568

Cats I’ve Known: On Love, Loss,
And Being Graciously Ignored

$14.95 A sentimental, humorous
treatise in 44 illustrated chapters
cats in streets, alleys, houses,
apartments, and bookstores.
9781621064817

Manspressions: Decoding
Men’s Behavior $9.95
Words created for behaviors
we all experience every day.

The Stoner Babes
Coloring Book $12.95
This meditative, art-filled
adult coloring book is
inspired by the beauty of
women and gender-fluid
people who savor the
qualities of the marijuana
plant.

9781621068983

Mostly True $9.95
Bill Daniel crafted Who Is
Bozo Texino? ($20), and this
companion book chronicles his
look at boxcar graffiti writing
and quest to find Bozo Texino.

9781621064305

9780978866525

14

[ B E ST L I F E ]
Hot Pants: DIY Gynecology $9.95
Sexual health info, diagrams and
instructions to remedies from
bladder infections to inducing
your period to to dealing with
pregnancy. 978162106484

Action!: Prof Know-it-All’s
Guide to Film & Video $11.95 An
illustrated nuts and bolts guide
to filmmaking.
9781621060307

DIY Screenprinting: How to
Turn Your Home Into a T-Shirt
Factory $15.95 A comic guide
to the art and science of
screenprinting.

How & Why: A Do-It-Yourself
Manual $14 Projects for bicycles,
home and garage, gardening,
education, musical instruments, and
more! 9781934620045

9780977055746

Make It Last: Prolonging and
Preserving The Things We
Love $9.95 Mending clothing,
preserving garden harvests,
drying herbs and meat, and more!

Dwelling Portably 1980-2012
$19.95 DIY homesteading tips
for biking, permanent camping,
communities, healthcare, disaster
preparation, eating off the
land, and MacGyver-like skills
to prepare you for any and
all situations. 9781621063070
Dwelling Portably 2009-2015
$9.95

9781934620984

Make Your Place: Affordable,
Sustainable Nesting Skills How
to craft a sustainable domestic
life outside of consumer
consciousness. (PB) $9.95

9781621068365

9780978866563
(HC) $14.95 9781621061250

Feminist Weed Farmer:
Growing Mindful Medicine
In Your Own Backyard
$9.95 Growing cannabis,
Zen meditation, and
surviving as a woman in a
male-dominated industry.

Making Stuff and Doing Things:
DIY Guides to Doing Just About
Everything! $14.95 Hundreds of
instructional articles that tell
you how to do pretty much
everything. 9781621066477

9781621060079

Rad Dad: Dispatches from the
Frontier of Fatherhood
$14.95 #18-21 $4 ea.
The best from the awardwinning Rad Dad andT Daddy
Dialectic, explore parenting as
political territory. 9781604864816

Fix Your Clothes $6.95 “You’ve
had to deal with the fact
that clothes are mortal. We
love them but they fail us in
myriad ways...”
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Sprouts: Live Well
with Living Foods $9.95
Holistic guide to incorporating
microgreens and sprouted
foods into any lifestyle.

A Guide to Picking Locks
#1 $8.95, #2 $5.95
Easy-to-follow diagrams
that guide you through
different types of locks,
and the best tools and
techniques. 9781934620977

9781621064916

Urban Homesteader: How
to Create Sustainable Life in
the City $29.95 A box set of our
most popular series: Make Your
Place, Make It Last, Homesweet
Homegrown, and Everyday
Bicycling. DIY! 9781621069294

• 9781934620915

Herbal First Aid $3 How To Make
Soap Without Burning
Your Face Off $3 Nontoxic
Housecleaners $3
9781934620564
• 9781934620519
• 9781934620151
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[ C O OK I NG ]
Hot Damn & Hell Yeah: Vegan
Tex-Mex & Southern Eats (10th
Anniversary Edition) $10.95
Vegan takes on Southern
and Southwestern classics.

Barefoot and in the Kitchen $8.95
Over 80 vegan comfort food
recipes.
9781934620557

9781621069898

Basic Fermentation: A Doit-yourself Guide to Cultural
Manipulation $14.95 Make
sourdough, miso, sauerkraut,
pickles, kimchi and tasty treats.

Mama Tried: Traditional Italian
Cooking for the Screwed, Crude,
Vegan, and Tattooed $11.95
Authentic Italian recipes
adapted to be vegan. Illustrated
with tattoo art. 9781621067405

9781621068723

Brew It Yourself $11.95
How to brew beer at home and
professional advice on how to
design your own beers to taste.

Paleo for Unicorns: Eat the
Patriarchy $14.95
Healthy Cooking for Feminist
Families and Lazy Fitness
Freaks; Special food for special,
feminist people.

9781621066651

EXPLORE THE VERSATILITY
OF DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE

“Food can be fun, delicious, nutritious, emotional, political and
problematic; it is everything, and no food embodies this more than
chocolate. Chocolatology pays tribute to this unique food’s deliciousness
with fun recipes while also covering its fascinating, sometimes dark,
history. Don’t be intimidated by savory recipes like Chocolate Cauliflower
Gratin, jump in and expand your culinary repertoire while learning about
the real history, and versatility, of this magical bean.” –Matt Ruscigno,
MPH, RD, co-author of Cacao, Superfoods for Life

lore, history, and uses.

Chocolatology gives the casual cook dozens of ways to incorporate this
stellar ingredient into everyday dishes, and takes intrepid food scientists a
step farther, into the art of sourcing beans, making chocolate from scratch,
and enjoying 17th Century chocolate concoctions. Unlike many books
about chocolate, this one offers a balanced, evidence-based overview of
cacao’s health and nutritional value. Chocolatology takes a close look at the
chocolate industry and its history, and introduces readers to a variety of
trade initiatives and suppliers that are working to improve the lives of cacao
growers and their employers.

9781621062899

9781621062080
Bi t te r s w e e

Please Don’t Feed The Bears
$9 In the vein of Soy Not Oi,
Bears walks you through nearly
100 vegan recipes of delicious
basic staples and comfort food
with a range of tasty dishes.

t History!

YORK
& WICK

$16.95 U.S. / $21.99 CAN

Chocolate’s Fantastical Lore,
Bittersweet History,
& Delicious (Vegan) Recipes

Where does chocolate come from? What is it good for? What scientific
studies (reputable and otherwise) have been done on it? And how do you
incorporate it into every meal of the day and then some? Angel York and
Darin Wick invite you into the world of chocolate, walking you through its

Chocolatology

Chocolatology: Chocolate’s
Fantastical Lore, Bittersweet
History, & Many Delicious (Vegan)
Recipes $16.95
Journey into chocolate history.
The Culinary Cyclist: A
Cookbook and Companion for
the Good Life $9.95 The dual
pleasures of eating Swedish
recipes and getting around by
bicycle. 9781621063070

9780977055715

So Raw It’s Downright Filthy $5.95
Joshua Ploeg takes on the raw
vegan diet!
9781934620823

Comfort Eating with Nick
Cave: Vegan Recipes to Get
Deep Inside of You $14.95
Maybe you shouldn’t have let
love in, but at least you can
let tacos and baked ziti in, too.

In Search of the Lost Taste
$8 A variety of sensations.

and

9781934620014

Fire & Ice $4 Alcohol, spicy
food, desserts, and curries.
9781621061342

9781621066132

Defensive Eating with
Morrissey: Vegan Recipes
from the One You Left Behind
$14.95 Shoplifters of the
world unite and cook dinner.

This Ain’t No Picnic: Your Punk
Rock Vegan Cookbook $19.95
80 of Joshua Ploeg’s brilliant
recipes plus some great punk
culture/photography/humor.

9781621062035

9780977055753

Everyday Cheesemaking $12.95
Instructions to making nut
and dairy cheese at home.

Think! Eat! Act! A Sea Shepherd
Chef’s Vegan Recipes $19.95
Inpsiring vegan food prepared
on ships during anti-whaling
campaigns.

9781621065920

Homesweet Homegrown $9.95
A simple DIY guide to growing,
storing, and making your own
food. 9781934620106

9781621066668
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Warm, Cool, & Spicy Vegan
Recipes from Hot & Soul
Joshua Ploeg
1

[ SELF-HELP ]
Alive with Vigor: Surviving
Your Adventurous Lifestyle $9.95
Overcoming health problems
from a variety of people,
including many queer and
transgender perspectives.

Support: Feminist Relationship
Tools to Heal Yourself and End
Rape Culture $6.95 How to
prevent sexual violence and
support survivors of sexual
abuse. 9781621069669

9781934620472

Things That Help: Healing
Our Lives Through Feminism,
Anarchism, Punk, & Adventure
$16.95 Feminism, girl-gangs,
abuse, and gender identity.
Survive Trump in style!

Consensuality: Navigating
Feminism, Gender, and Boundaries

$9.95 Create a healthy
relationship as well as how
to avoid common pitfalls.
9781621060048

9781621068648

Cycletherapy: Grief & Healing on
Two Wheels $9.95 Dealing with
and overcoming loss, assault,
and fear. From the lyrical to the
profane, the deeply personal
to the keenly analytical.

This is Your Brain on Anxiety:
What Happens and What Helps
$6.95 A lifesaver for panic
attacks, breaking out of flight-orfight-or-freeze responses, and for
chronic anxiety. 9781621064213

9781621064909

This Is Your Brain On
Depression: Finding Your Path
To Getting Better $6.95
Embrace your feelings and
connect with your meaning and
purpose. 978162106223

How Not To Kill Yourself: A
Survival Guide for Imaginative
Pessimists $9.95 Creative
weirdos, find your meaning and
purpose. Live non-miserably!
9781621061977

Unfuck Your Adulting: Give

Learning Good Consent
Building Ethical Relationships
in a Complicated World $6.95
Sexy and educational.
9781621066675

Yourself Permission, Carry Your
Own Baggage, Don’t Be a Dick,
Make Decisions, & Other Life
Skills $9.95 The fundamentals

of emotionally becoming an
adultier adult—making maturity
fun again! 9781621067290

Sex From Scratch: Making
Your Own Relationship Rules
$14.95 Dozens of diverse folks
tell you how to have better
relationships. 9781934620137

Unfuck Your Brain: Using Science
to Get Over Anxiety, Depression,
Anger, Freak-Outs, and Triggers
$14.95 Rewire your brain to work
for you instead of against you!
9781934620779

Sick: Stories about Physical
Illness $6 The experience of
living with illness to establish
a voice of those impacted and
create a resource for those
living with illness and their
loved ones. 9781934620489

Unfuck Your Brain Workbook:
Using Science to Get Over
Anxiety, Depression, Anger,
Freak-Outs, and Triggers $4.95

Learn to name your feelings,
evaluate your reactions,
discover your triggers,
recognize your successes,
and plan your emotionally
healthy future. Within
you’ll find the companion
worksheets to Dr. Faith G.
Harper’s hit book Unfuck
Your Brain, plus helpful
exercises to calm your
breathing and regulate your
emotions in any situation.
Unfuckening is totally
possible!
Also available from Dr. Faith and
MicrocosmPublishing.com

9781621065890
$4 95 U.S. / $6 50 CAN

Using Science To get over anxiety, Depression,
Anger, Freak-Outs, and Triggers

unf ck
your
brain
workbook
Faith Harper
PhD, LPC-S, ACS, ACN
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[ H I ST O RY ]
CIA Makes Science Fiction
Unexciting: Dark Deeds &
Derring-Do $9.95 CIA Makes
Science Fiction Unexciting #6 $5
Radical, yet believable histories.

Hawaii: From Western Discovery
to Statehood (1778-1959) $4
Pineapple, imperialism, and
racism in what became the 50th
State.

9781621068297
• 9781934620830

9780978866570

Hurt $6.95 The history,
psychology, and current
state of torture in democratic
societies.

The Curious Case of the
Communist Jell-o Box $3
Jell-O and nuclear secrets!
Espionage, intrigue, declassified
documents. 9781934620199

9781621064374

Firebrands $10 This art book of
world history goes from Emma
Goldman and Pablo Neruda
to Fred Hampton and Tupac.

The Mongolian Empire $4 The
greatest conquerors that the
world has ever seen, led by
Chingis Kahn.

9781934620687

9781621069423

The Congo: A European
Invention $4 Shows how
Belgium turned African
tribes into a forced nation
to be exploited for profit.

More Simple History from J. Gerlach

100 Years of Modern Iran $4
Monarchy, coups, overthrows,
and the first Islamic theocracy.

9781621064084

9781621061045

Christopher Columbus & His
Expeditions to America $4
The real story of the new world
being “discovered” by white
people. 9781621060512

Nez Perce Indians $4
The story of a people betrayed
repeatedly and their standoffs
with the U.S. military.
9781934620168

Spanish Civil War $4
It’s 1936 and the world watches
religious powers and fascists
erupt into conflict with the
proletariat left and anarchists in
Spain.

The Cold War $5
The worldwide military escalation
and social history that started in
Iran in 1950. 9781621060505
Crusades: Christian Attempts
to Liberate the Holy Land
(1095-1229) $4 Religious wars
that ran in circles for over a
century without much benefit
to anyone. 9781621064091

9781934620090

Teenage Rebels: Successful
High School Activists $11.95
The laws, policies, and
struggles that shaped the
lives of American high school
students over the last one
hundred years. 9781621061373
Simple History Series, Set One
$19.95 Short vignettes of the
past by J. Gerlach, including the
following titles:
9780978866549
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Interstate Highway System $4
The more highways you build,
the slower everyone moves.

INTERSTATE

H

Edible Secrets $10 What do
CIA assassination plots,
Black Panther arrests, and
Reaganomics have in common?
Food, of course! 9781934620410

HIGHWAY

T

9781934620649

SYSTEM

Simple History Series #11

[ C O M IC S JOU R N A L I SM ]
Nine Gallons: True Stories of
Food Not Bombs $4.99
A personal account of the
largest and oldest free food
movement not affiliated with
any religion! 9781934620878

Coffeeshop Crushes $5
Nicole J. Georges and Jon
Van Oast have put together
a sweet little ode to fallin’ in
love with your local barista.
Half literature, half comics.

$4 99 U.S. / $7 00 CANADA

9781934620397

On The Books $12.95
A first-hand account of
the labor struggle at NYC’s
legendary Strand, exploring the
current state of the book trade.

Henry & Glenn Forever &
Ever $25.95 Glenn Danzig
and Henry Rollins in
the greatest love story
ever told, cryfest diaries,
cringing self-doubt and
emo-meltdowns.

9781621060109

Six Days in Cincinnati: A
Graphic Account of the Riots
That Shook the Nation a
Decade Before Black Lives
Matter $11.95 The Black
community’s awakening
and oppression is also a
young man’s awakening.

9781621068402

Henry & Glenn Forever
$6 The comic that started it
all! 9781934620939
Henry & Glenn Adult Activity
& Coloring Book $12.95

9781621068006

9781621069386

Soviet Daughter: A Graphic
Revolution $14.95 The life
of a rebellious independant
woman growing up in the
USSR. 9781621069690

Invincible Summer Vol.
1 $12 Invincible Summer
Vol. 2 $14 Comic journal of
dogmothering, relationships,
chicken raising, vegan
snacks, and more.

Threadbare: Clothes, Sex,
and Trafficking $13.95 The
illustrated connections
between the international
sex and garment trades.

•9780972696760
•978-934620663

Manor Threat $14.95
Snake Pit Gets Old $14.95
Snake Pit Book $14.95
Snakepit 2008 $6 2007 $6
My Life in A Jugular Vein
$15 Follow Ben through
daily, illustrated adventures
of playing music and an
unpredictable life across
fifteen years. 9781621065968 •

9781621067399

Welcome to the Dahlhouse:
Alienation, Incarceration,
and Inebriation in the New
American Rome $7
Hilarious comics about airport
security, getting arrested, life
on the fringe, and much more.

9781621067146 • 9780978866556 •
9781934620380 • 9781934620236 •
9781621063810

9781934620021

Yo, Miss: A Graphic Look at
High School $14.95 Takes you
inside a second chance high
school where the students
are considered at-risk and we
follow the stories of eight of
them. 9781621062196
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[ R E A L WO R L D / F IC T I O N ]
On Subbing: The First Four
Years $5 Dave Roche’s tales of
woe as a substitute teacher.
This illustrated, epic of zine-y
comedy is a Microcosm staff
favorite. Hilariously epic! So
good! 9780972696753

Bamboozled $9.95 Boxing, feds,
mobsters, lies, more lies, drugs,
prison, the FBI, and an earnest
attempt at sorting it all out.
Hundreds of letters, articles,
interviews, and research result
in one hell of a story.

Slip of the Tongue; Talking
about Language $13.95
Katie Haegele describes her
family’s rich linguistic history
and her own coming of age as
a feminist and an artist, and
introduces us to her hometown
of Philadelphia. 9781621060116

9781621065852

The Bookbindery $5 Dispels
any illusions of a bookmaking fantasy from stories
of this Chicago bindery,
at the expense of her coworkers and the bindery’s
hilariously out-of-control
neighborhood. 9781934620847

White Elephants $7.95
Do you love the discarded
things that end up at flea
markets? In this touching
memoir, Katie finds more than
ugly table lamps.

Cambodian Grrrl $7.95 Brutal
truths about women’s rights,
the politics of corruption, the
failures of democracy, and a
profound emotional connection
in Cambodia. 9781934620892
Constant Rider Omnibus $6 Kate
Lopresti knows how to turn daily
observations from riding buses
and trains into fascinating tales.

9781934620281

FACES IN THE DARK A Collection of Paranoid Horror SET SYTES

A girl begins to question why she and her
parents wear monstrous masks they have
never, ever taken off, though she may have
been better off not knowing. An insomniac
spends every night watched by a dark,
silent figure in the bedroom, and while this
figure disappears by morning, he seems to
be growing stronger and bolder. It turns
out that when things go missing, spidery
little creatures with the missions of disarray
and madness, gathering and harvesting are
to blame; humanity has deeply wronged
them, and between their antics they’ve been
planning a much more sinister revenge.
These and several other horror stories await
within, as well as The Violet Dark , an
unsettling, dreamy (or nightmare-y, rather)
novella revolving around an addictive drink.

Faces in the Dark: A Collection
of Paranoid Horror $12.95 A girl

9780978866594

questions why she and her parents
wear monstrous masks they have
never taken off, 978-1-62106-690-3

Dreamwhip #1-10
$12 #14 $10 #15
$10.95 Engrossing,
captivating stories and
philosophies. Thick,
pocket-size books with
charming road prose
on everyday sights and
events. 9780977055784 •

$12.95 U.S. / $15.50 CAN

WULF

Wulf: Book One of the Fifth Place
When scientists finally discover the Ultimate Secret

of the meaning of life, existence, and everything,
it’s time for the universe to do some Reshuffling on

Earth. Reshuffling is a fairly standard procedure for

momentous times likes this—destroy order by moving

some minds to different bodies, hit the reset button,
and continue on as if nothing’s changed. But as
happens with even the most careful processes, mistakes
are made, and one man finds himself on an entirely

different planet, old memories largely intact, possibly

not human, with a gun pressed against his head. His

new name is Jay Wulf, and he’s got a lot more to
figure out about his new self—fast. How Not to Kill

9781934620953• 9781934620694

this first book of a dark new series for adults.
$15.95 U.S. / $20.50 CAN

Katrina’s Sandcastles $14.95
Kaycee Eckhardt co-created
Louisiana’s Common Core
English cirriculum and her
students improve by an average
of 3.5+ years in reading levels
each year. 9781621067481

SET SYTES

Yourself author Set Sytes blends and bends the genres

of science fiction, fantasy, adventure, and western in

Book One of the Fifth Place

$15.95 One man finds himself on a
different planet, memories intact,
possibly not human, with a gun
pressed against his head. 978-162106-858-7

India Bones & The Ship of
the Dead $15.95 The only really

interesting thing about the little port
town of Eyeless is that once every
ten years, the mysterious Ship of the
Dead arrives. Young Adult. 978-162106-985-0

A public restroom even more horrific than most, with a
stained toilet that can swallow a man whole, sending him
to a sewage-filled hell. A riverbank lined with swaying
mops given faces and philosophies. A secondary school that
seems to waver in and out of reality not only in dreams,
but also upon wakeful visitation. An isolated grotto, home
to trolls and the posthumous shadow form of Elvis Presley.
These are all settings of peculiar, often unnerving events in
How Not to Kill Yourself author Set Sytes’s bizarro fiction.
It features the longer story “The School of Necromancy,”
in which a school buried deep in the Catacombs of York
teaches subjects much less innocent than math or language
arts.

Born to be Weird: A Collection
of Demented Fantasy & Horror

$12.95 A public restroom even more
horrific than most, with a stained
toilet that can swallow a man whole,
sending him to a sewage-filled hell.
978-1-62106-475-6
$12.95 U.S. / $16.50 CAN

9781621064626
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BORN TO BE WEIRD A Collection ofDemented Fantasy & Horror SET SYTES

New Girl Law $9.95
Censorship, women’s rights,
empowering women, and
more in the second in Anne
Elizabeth Moore’s series. ‘The
best travel book I read this
year.” —USA Today Travel

[ M US IC ]
Beyond the Music $12.95
These punks show ways that
punk values shape mainstream
American life.

Out of the Basement: From
Cheap Trick to DIY Punk in
Rockford, Illinois, 1973-2005
$7.95 A rust belt city full of
rebel kids making DIY music
despite the odds.

9781621064725

Bobby Joe Ebola Songbook
$15.95 What happens when
you leave your hometown and
follow your dreams. Want to be
an obscure comedy band? Over
80 Easy-to-learn songs by the
satiric duo. 9781621060055

9781621067665

The Prodigal Rogerson: The
Tragic, Hilarious, and Possibly
Apocryphal Story of Circle Jerks
Bassist Roger Rogerson in the
Golden Age of LA Punk, 19792006 $7.95
9781621063032

‘

Burn Collector #15 $3 Burn
Collector #14 $8 Al Burian’s
words print dark and paint
a stark world, whether he’s
figuring out how to best
color coordinate an outfit
that includes a Black Flag
T-shirt and a baby stroller or
seeking the meaning of life.

9781934620052 • 9781934620946

Punk in NYC’s Lower East Side,
1981-1991 $4.95 From Ronald
Reagan to the Tompkins Square
Riots, the tragic story of Reagan
Youth’s Dave Insurgent shows
the lasting impact of this cultural
scene. 9781621069218

Crate Digger: An Obsession
With Punk Records $14.95
Bob Suren (Sound Idea, Failure
Face, Burrito Records) tells of just
how records took over his life
from A-Z and how much it cost
him. 9781621068785

Punk USA: The Rise and Fall
of Lookout Records $14.95 An
empire that birthed a teenaged
Green Day, and also included
Crimpshrine, Operation Ivy,
The Mr. T Experience, and
many more. 9781621066125

God, Forgive These
Bastards $19.95 This
vinyl LP/book set
profiles a 1970s Georgia
Tech pitcher who blew
his chances in the big
leagues before becoming
homeless. 9781621062189

Rock n Roll of San Francisco’s
East Bay, 1950-1980 $4.95
The primitive, rocking rhythm
and blues of the fifties, the
garage and psych of the sixties,
and the seventies punk and
new wave scenes of an unsung
era.
9781621065159

Indestructible: Growing up
Queer, Cuban, and Punk in
Miami $9.95 Cristy Road figures
out and defends her gender
identity, cultural roots, and
punk rock nature.

Scam: The First Four Issues $16
Equal parts guide on how to get
things for free and Cometbusesque punk memoir in this giant
collection.

9781621061014

9781934620700

Maps to the Other Side:
Adventures of a Bipolar
Cartographer $15.95
“Seed-saving, or madness, or the
history of punk...one of the most
passionate and relevant voices.”

Underground: The Subterranean
Culture of
DIY Punk Shows $14.95
Organizing, playing, and/or
attending a DIY punk show is an
opportunity to become a real part
of a meaningful movement.

—Ruth Ozeki 9780978866501

9781621065180
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[ Z I N E S & PA M P H L E T S ]
$4

Dr. Faiths
Five Minute
Therapy

FaithGHarper.com

This is Your Brain On

$4

GRIEF
What to Do and Say (and Not)

RB

Faith G. Harper,

Microcosm Publishing . com
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Faith G Harper Skye Henterly $4
Joe Biel $4

This is your brain
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$4

Cat Party #3

The Collectible Cat is
all about Katie Haegele
showcasing the cat themed
knick-knacks and objet
d’dubious art in her home,
as illustrated by Caitlin Peck

THE CIA MAKES SCIENCE FICTION UNEXCITING #8

Brazine

Lauren Hage
$2
THE CIA MAKES SCIENCE FICTION UNEXCITING #9

The Collectible Cat

INTRO TO THE

Cat Party # 2

mlk and rfk assassination
CONSPIRACIES: 1968

edited by Katie Haegele, author of Cats I’ve Known
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